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The Bullet 

Bi Tennessee judge, ballistics ex- 
*as? perts recently conducted ej- 
tensive firearms tests intended 
determine whether James Karl 
Ray’s rifle killed the Rev. Margin 
Luther King Jr. The results .u-«-e - 
scheduled to be released tom< irrow i 
in a Memphis courtroom, but may 
be delayed by a request by Ray’s; 
lawyer for still more test firings. jj|SHra9ngM| 

year earlier but now claims he d 3 -pj?> 
not puli the trigger, admits thut a ■ •] 
•30-06 Remington rifle found nea^^BHH^HBBnj 
the murder scene belonged to him; 
Other extensive evidence points fpp| 

ballistics tests were unable to * 
identify Ray’s rifle as the murder Marlin Lifter Kid 
weapon because the fatal bullet April 3,1968, She 
became distorted in passing Hosaa Williams, l! 
through King's body. 

But the development of new technology, Ray’s 
lawyers say, now makes it possible for experts to de¬ 
termine whether the rifle actually killed King- They 
claim that the weapon could not have fired the fatal 
bullet and that the tests will show this. 

Firearms experts conducted tests last month at 
the University of Rhode Island crime laboratory — 



laying the rifle had not been cleaned properly before 
the Rhode Island tests. 

Ballistics testing has long been a crucial element of 
criminal investigation. All firearms leave distinctive 
markings on the bullets they fire. No two guns leave 
identical markings. Thus, experts can study these 
markings and determine whether a particular bullet 
was fired from a particular gun. By other means, the 
experts can also determine a bullet’s trajectory, or 
path, and the probable spot where it was fired. 

Another ‘Second Gunman’ Theory 
Arguments over ballistics evidence have been raised 

for years by those who contend President John F. 
Kennedy’s 1963 assassination resulted from a conspir¬ 
acy. Many of them quarrel with the findings of the 
Warren Commission — the government panel that in¬ 
vestigated the assassination and concluded that a lone 
gunman, Lee Harvey Oswald, killed Kennedy. 

The commission concluded that one of the three . 
bullets fired at the president’s Dallas motorcade had 

missed and that a second bullet had struck 
Kennedy in the back of the head. But it was 
the third bullet that created the controversy. 
The commission, based on expert ballistics evi¬ 
dence, concluded that this bullet hit the presi¬ 
dent in the back of the neck, passed out the 
front of his neck, struck Texas Gov. John 
Connally — seated in front of Kennedy — in 
the back, went downward through the gover¬ 
nor’s chest, through his right wrist and pene¬ 
trated his left thigh. Conspiracy theorists ar¬ 
gued that a single bullet could not have done 
all that and emerged essentially undamaged, as 
this bullet was. Therefore, they contended, 
there must have been a conspiracy in which a 
second gunman fired a fourth bullet. 

But in 1878 a ballistics expert testified be¬ 
fore a congressional committee investigating 
the Kennedy assassination that he had found 
new evidence the single bullet actually had 
wounded both the president and Connally. 
Vincent Guinn, a professor at the University of 
California at Irvine, told the committee that 

. neutron-activation tests on the fragments of 
the bullets recovered from Kennedy and 
Connally showed that they all came from one 
slug. He found no sign of any fourth bullet. 

Ballistics tests were also instrumental in 
proving serial murder cases in 1977 against David 
Berkowitz, the so-called “Son of Sam.” Berkowitz 
had terrorized the New York metropolitan area — 
killing six young people and wounding seven. He 
sent letters to newspapers, signing them “Son of 
Sam.” He later said a dog owned by a neighbor 
named Sam had commanded him to kill. All the 
murders were carried out with a ,44-cal, pistol, and 
tests determined it was the same pistol. When Ber¬ 
kowitz was captured, the gun was found. Berkowitz 
is now serving six prison terms of 25 years to life. 

Ballistics tests can also be used to free innocent 
people. In a 1989 case in Los Angeles, for example, a 

deputy sheriff Rickey Ross, was arrested on charges of 
murdering three women with his service revolver. 
Initial tests indicated his gun had fired the fatal bullets. 
But then more sophisticated tests determined that the 
original tests were faulty — that Ross’ revolver was not 
the murder weapon. After 11 weeks behind bars, he 
was freed — by a ballistics examiner’s diligence. 
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